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1. INTRODUCTION
w xThe stimulation of this note comes from the rather old paper 19 of G.
 .Villari, where existence, uniqueness, and instability whence the title of
periodic solutions were studied to the following triad of differential equa-
tions, namely
xZ q axY q bxX q h x s p t , 1 .  .  .
xZ q azY q g xX q cx s p t , 2 .  .  .
xZ q f xY q bxX q cx s p t , 3 .  .  .
 .  .  .where a, b, c are real constants; h x , g y , f z are entirely continuous
 .  .  .functions and p t is continuous and T-periodic, i.e., p t q T ' p t .
The following statement was established there.
w x  .  .  .THEOREM 0 19 . Equation 1 or 2 or 3 has exactly one T-periodic
solution which is unstable in the sense of Liapuno¨ , pro¨ided
a - 0, b - 0, h x y h x x y x ) 0 for all x / x , 4 .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2
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or
a - 0, c ) 0, g y y g y y y y - 0 for all y / y , 5 .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2
or
b - 0, c ) 0, f z y f z z y z - 0 for all z / z , 6 .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2
respecti¨ ely.
 .In fact, G. Villari assumed moreover besides another that there exists
 .  .  .a bounded solution of 1 or 2 or 3 , but on the other hand he also
proved that every bounded trajectory is asymptotically periodic.
w xWe have already shown in 8 , where much more general equations were
considered, that such an assumption is superfluous and that the existence
result can be significantly improved as follows.
w x  .  .  .THEOREM 1 8 . Equation 1 or 2 or 3 admits a T-periodic solution,
pro¨ided
2 2b - 4p rT , 'R ) 0 : h x y p x - 0 .
or 7 .
< <h x y p x ) 0 for x ) R , .
T .  .where p [ 1rT H p t dt,0
or
ac - 0, 8 .
or
b - 4p 2rT 2 , c / 0, 9 .
respecti¨ ely.
Of course, this is not the only possible generalization see, e.g.,
w x w x1, 2, 8, 13, 14, 16 jointly with the references therein and especially 6 ,
where more than 50 related references can be found from the whole
w x.number of 230 cited there; for quite recent investigations see, e.g., 11, 15 .
Although in some of these contributions the uniqueness has also been
carried out, the stability or instability analysis appears rarely see, e.g.,
w x.9, 12 .
Hence, the purpose of this paper consists mainly in further extension of
the related existence results which will be done in Section 2 the main
emphasis will be focused on the T-periodic solutions, where T can be
.  .arbitrarily large , the uniqueness investigation Section 3 as well as the
instability analysis performed in Section 4. We will also mention how the
 .  .developed criteria can be simplified for the sublinear functions h x , g x .
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2. EXISTENCE OF LARGE-PERIOD HARMONICS
 .At first, the existence of a harmonic to 1 will be proved by means of
the following
w x  X Y .LEMMA 1 5, 7 . Let a smooth Liapuno¨ function V x , x exist such that
 .  X Y .i lim V x , x s `,
X Y5 .5x , x ª`
 . X  X Y . 5 X Y .5ii V x , x - 0 for x , x ) D ,1m . 1
where D is a suitable positi¨ e constant which may be large.1
 X Y . Let, furthermore, another smooth Liapuno¨ function W t, x, x , x ' W t
X Y .q T , x, x , x exist such that
X Y X Y .  . 5 .5iii lim W t, x, x , x s ` for x , x F D , uniformly w.r.t.< x < ª` 1
t G 0,
X X Y X Y .  . < < 5 .5iv W t, x, x , x G S for x G D, x , x F D , uniformly w.r.t.1m . 1
t G 0,
 . where D , D G D , S are suitable positi¨ e constants D , D may be large1 1 1 1 1
. X Xagain , and both V , W denote the time-deri¨ ati¨ es w.r.t. the equation1m . 1 m .
Z Y X w xx q ax q bx q h x y p s m p t , m g 0, 1 , 1 .  .  .0 m
1 T
p t s p t y p , p s p t dt. .  .  .H0 T 0
 .Then Eq. 1 admits a T-periodic solution.
Before applying Lemma 1, let us still make the following notation:
1r222 2 2 2M q M y R a q b q 2 a q b N .  . 5q
D R [ . 2 2a q b
w x? denotes the positive part , .q
M [ 3b aD q D q P q H , .1 2 0
3 32 2N [ Rb aD q D q P q 3aD D q 3aD P q D q 2 D P q P , .1 2 0 1 2 1 0 2 2 0 02 2
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1 2
D [ H q P , D [ H q P , H [ max h x y p , .  .  .1 2b a < <x FR
P [ max p t , .
w xtg 0, t
t t2P [ min max p t dt s max p s ds . .  .H H0 0 0
w x w x w xt g 0, T t g 0, T tg 0, Tt t1 2 1 0
THEOREM 2. If a ) 0, b ) 0 and if there exists a positi¨ e constant R such
that
h R y p - 0, h yR y p ) 0, 10 .  .  .
R G max D R , D q P rb , 11 .  .  .2 0
 .then Eq. 1 admits a T-periodic solution.
 .Proof. Instead of 1 , consider for the sake of convenience
Z Y X U Ux q ax q bx q h x y p s p t , 1 .  .  .0
and the homotopy
Z Y X U Uw xx q ax q bx q h x y p s m p t , m g 0, 1 , 1 .  .  .0 m
where
< <h x for x F R , .Uh x [ .  < <h R sgn x for x G R , .
R is defined above.
Applying Lemma 1, one can readily check that, under the assumptions
 .  .  .  U .a ) 0, b ) 0, and 10 , the requirements i ] iv are fulfilled w.r.t. 1 form
 X Y .  X Y .the functions V x , x and W t, x, x , x defined as
V xX , xY [ a2 q 2b xX 2 q 2 axX xY q 2 xY 2 , .  .
and consequently
X X Y Y 2 X 2 Y X U
UV x , x s y2 ax y 2 abx q 4 x q 2 ax m p t y h x t , .  .  .  . .1 .m
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  .  . .and recall that p t ' p t y p0
x
X Y U2W t , x , x , x [ 2 a h s y m p ds .  .H
0
2
tX Yq bx q ax q x y m p s ds , .H 0
t0
and consequently
tX X Y YU
UW t , x , x , x s y h x y m p x q bx y m p s ds . .  .  .H1 . 0m
t0
 U .  .Therefore, Eq. 1 admits a T-periodic solution, say x t .
 .Now, we will prove that the same is true for 1 by showing that
<  . <  . <  U . <x t F R. In other words, we will show that each x t with x t ) R for
some tU G t G 0 yields contradictorily0
lim x t s `. 12 .  .
tª`
 w x.  . We know see 4, 20 that such a T-periodic solution x t satisfies for
.the definition of D , D see above1 2
X Yx t F D , x t F D . 13 .  .  .1 2
 .  .Furthermore, conditions 10 , 11 certainly guarantee the existence of
 .suitable sufficiently small positive constants « , S such that
U < < < <h R sgn x y p bx y D q P G S ) 0 for x G R q « . .  .  .2 0
 X .   . X . Y ..This implies see W with m s 1 above that W t, x t , x t , x t is1.
<  . <strictly increasing for x t G R q « , t G t , and consequently0
X Ylim W t , x t , x t , x t s ` for x t G R q « . 14 .  .  .  .  . .
tª`
 .Since there is still m s 1
W t , x , xX , xY s W tU q D , x q D , xX q D , xY q D Y .  .t 0 x 0 x 0 x
s W tU , x , xX , xY q D , .0 0 0 W
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 < < .where take D s y D sgn xx x 0
3 32 2 2 2 < <D F 3aD D q 2 aD P q D q 2 D P q P y a q b xD .W 1 2 1 0 2 2 0 0 x2 2
< < < <q x abD q bD q bP q D 2 abD q 2bD q 2bP q H .  .0 1 2 0 x 1 2 0
1 2 2 2q a q b D , . x2
 < < < <.we have this time, take x s R q « q D0 x
1 2 2 2 2 2< <D F y a q b D y D R q « a q b y M .  .  .W x x2
q N q « b aD q D q P , .1 2 0
where the symbols M, N are defined as above.
< <  .  .Thus, D F 0 for D G y R q « q D R , whereW x «
22 2M q M y R q « a q b .  . q
1r22 2q2 a q b N q « b aD q D q P .  . 41 2 0
D R [ . .« 2 2a q b
<  U . < < < < <  . USo, if there is x t s x G R q « q D G D R for some t G t G 0,0 x « 0
<  . < Uthen also x t G R q « for all t G t , because otherwise there must exist
 U .a point t ) t such that the following two inequalities would appear1
 .simultaneously, namely m s 1
W t , x t , xX t , xY t ) W tU , x tU , xX tU , xY tU .  .  .  .  .  . . .1 1 1 1
and
W t , x t , xX t , xY t F W tU , x tU , xX tU , xY tU , .  .  .  .  .  . . .1 1 1 1
which is a contradiction.
 .  .Moreover, 14 holds which immediately implies the inequality 12 ,
 X Y .  .because W t, x, x , x is bounded in the t-variable an 13 takes place.
<  . <  .  .Therefore, we can just get that x t - D R , and so, because of 11«
 . <  . <and the definition of D R , we arrive at the desired inequality x t F R.«
This completes the proof.
The power of Theorem 2 can be demonstrated by means of the following
  .  .w . . x4EXAMPLE 1. If p ) max D p , 1rb 2ra c q p q P q P , then the0
Z Y X  .  .pendulum-type equation x q ax q bx q c sin x q p s p t admits a
< <T-periodic solution provided p - c and a ) 0, b ) 0, c ) 0.
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Theorem 2 has a direct
 .CONSEQUENCE 1. Equation 1 admits a T-periodic solution, provided
a ) 0, b ) 0,
h x .
lim s 0, 15 .
x< <x ª`
w  . x < <and 'R ) 0 : h x y p x - 0 for x ) R.
Remark 1. Because of the transformation t [ yt , the assertion of
 .Theorem 2 and all the better Consequence 1 remains also valid, under
Z Y X  .  .the same assumptions, for the equation x y ax q bx y h x s p t .
 .Remark 2. Taking into account condition 7 of Theorem 1, Conse-
quence 1, and Remark 1, we can even say that the assertion of Theorem 2
 . w  . x < <remains valid for 15 and a / 0 if 'R ) 0 : ax h x y p - 0, for x ) R.
Nevertheless, this is not so surprising, because if the last relation is
replaced by the slightly stronger assumption, namely
w xlim a h x y p t x s y`, a / 0, uniformly w.r.t. t g 0, T , .  .
< <x ª`
 w x .then the result is well known see, e.g., 18 and the references therein .
 .Remark 3. Similarly, taking into account condition 8 of Theorem 1
w x  .  .and the assertion in 3 , Eq. 2 admits, for the sublinear function g y , a
T-periodic solution, provided only ac / 0.
3. UNIQUENESS RESULTS
Here, we will employ
LEMMA 2. Let the following assumptions be satisfied:
h x y h x x y x a - 0 for all x / x ; a / 0, 16 .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2
or
g y y g y y y y F 0 for all y , y ; c / 0, 17 .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2
or
f z y f z z y z c F 0 for all z , z ; c / 0. 18 .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  .  .Then Eq. 1 or 2 or 3 has at most one T-periodic solution, respecti¨ ely.
 . w  .  .x  .Proof. Let x t and x t q y t be two T-periodic solutions of 1 or
 .  .  .  .  .2 or 3 . Substituting these two solutions into 1 or 2 or 3 , respec-
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tively, and subtracting one obtained identity from another, we come to
Z Y X Xy t q ay t q by t q h x t q y t y h x t s 0, 1 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
Z Y X X X Xy t q ay t q g x t q y t y g x t q cy t s 0, 2 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
Z Y Y Y X Xy t q f x t q y t y f x t q by t q cy t s 0. 3 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
 X.  X.  X.  . X . Y .Multiplying 1 or 2 or 3 by y t or y t or y t , and integrating
from 0 to T , we get
T TX 2a y t dt s h x t q y t y h x t y t dt , .  .  .  .  . .  .H H
0 0
T TY 2 X X X Xy t dt s g x t q y t y g x t y t dt , .  .  .  .  . .  .H H
0 0
T TX 2 Y Y Y Yc y t dt s f x t q y t y f x t y t dt , .  .  .  .  . .  .H H
0 0
respectively.
 .  .  .Using 16 or 17 or 18 , we arrive at the respective inequalities
T T TX 2 Y 2 X 2y t dt F 0 or y t dt F 0 or y dt F 0, .  .H H H
0 0 0
  . .and consequently because of periodicity of y t in the second case
X .  .y t ' 0, i.e., y t ' const.
 .One can easily verify that in all three cases it must be y t ' 0 which
means that every T-periodic solution is unique.
Applying Lemma 2 to Theorem 1, the uniqueness result of G. Villari
 .see Theorem 0 can be obviously generalized as follows.
 .  .  .THEOREM 3. Equation 1 or 2 or 3 has exactly one T-periodic
solution, pro¨ided
4p 2
b - , h x y h x x y x a - 0 for all x / x , .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 22T
or
ac - 0, g y y g y y y y F 0 for all y , y , .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2
or
4p 2
c / 0, b - , f z y f z z y z c F 0 for all z , z , .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 22T
respecti¨ ely.
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 .  .If the functions h x , g y are sublinear, then the above criteria can be
simplified into the following form observe that there is no dependence on
 .  ..the length of the period T like in 7 or 9 .
 .  .CONSEQUENCE 2. Equation 1 or 2 has exactly one T-periodic solu-
 .  .tion, provided 15 , and a / 0
h x y h x x y x a - 0 for all x / x , .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2
or ac / 0,
g y .
lim s 0, 19 .
y< <y ª`
and
g y y g y y y y F 0 for all y , y , .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2
respectively.
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 2 and Remark 2 or
Lemma 2 and Remark 3.
4. INSTABILITY RESULTS
 .  .In this section, let us assume, additionally, that the functions h x , g y ,
 .f z are smooth. So, we can later employ the following lemma when
proceeding by the standard linearization technique.
LEMMA 3. The tri¨ ial solution of the equation
xZ q a t xY q b t xX q c t x s 0, 20 .  .  .  .
 .  .  .where a t , b t , c t are bounded entirely continuous functions, is unstable
 .in the sense of Liapuno¨ , pro¨ided
a2 t b2 t q 18a t b t c t ) 4a3 t c t q 4b3 t q 27c2 t , 21 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
a2 t ) 3b t , 22 .  .  .
and one of the three conditions:
c t ) 0, a t b t - 9c t , 23 .  .  .  .  .
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or
a t - 0, b t ) 0, c t - 0, a t b t - 9c t , 24 .  .  .  .  .  .  .
or
a t - 0, b t - 0, c t ) 0, a t b t ) 9c t , 25 .  .  .  .  .  .  .
all holding on the positi¨ e half-line.
Proof. It is well known that the existence of an unbounded trajectory of
 .20 implies the instability of the trivial solution. For this goal, it is
 w x.  .sufficient see, e.g., 17 if the ``characteristic'' equation to 20 , namely
l3 q a t l2 q b t l q c t s 0, .  .  .
 .has two positive simple roots the third one must be then simple real .
The reality and simplicity requirement can be directly identified by
 .virtue of the well-known Cardano formula, as condition 21 . The positive-
 w x.ness leads, according to the well-known Sturm theorem see, e.g., 10 , to
the verification of the inequality
N 0 y N ` G 2, 26 .  .  .
 .where N l denotes the number of the sign changes in the points 0 and `
of the sequence of the so-called Sturmian functions for the details see,
w x.e.g., 10 :
f t , l s l3 q a t l2 q b t l q c t , .  .  .  .0
f t , l s 3l2 q 2 a t l q b t , .  .  .1
1 2f t , l s 2 a t y 3b t l q a t b t y 9c t , .  .  .  .  .  . .2 9
4a4 t b t y 15a2 t b2 t y 36a3 t c t .  .  .  .  .  .
2q162 a t b t c t y 243c t .  .  .  .
f t , l s yb q [ f t . .  .3 3224 a t y 3b t .  .
It follows from here that
f t , 0 s c t , f t , 0 s b t , f t , 0 .  .  .  .  .0 1 2
1s a t b t y c t , f t , 0 s f t , .  .  .  .  .3 39
2f t , ` s `, f t , ` s `, f t , ` s sgn a t y 3b t `, .  .  .  .  . .0 1 2
f t , ` s f t . .  .3 3
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 .  .   . .  .Assuming 21 , 22 « f t ) 0 , one can easily verify that 5 can be3
 .  .  .satisfied if one of the three conditions 23 or 24 or 25 holds. This
completes the proof.
Although we are not able to improve the instability result of G. Villari
 .see Theorem 0 , when applying Lemma 3, we can complete his Theorem 0
as follows.
 .  .  .THEOREM 4. Equation 1 or 2 or 3 has exactly one T-periodic
 .  .  .  .solution which is unstable, pro¨ided following Villari 4 or 5 or 6 ,
 .respecti¨ ely. Furthermore, the same is true for Eq. 1 , when
a - 0, h x y h x x y x ) 0 for all x / x , 27 .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2
 .and new
4p 2 a2
0 F b - min , , . 2 /3T
2 2 3 3 2 w xa b y4a c)y18abcq4b q27c , uniformly w.r.t. c g c , c , 28 .1 2
< X . < < X . <1 1where c [ inf h x , c [ sup h x .1 x g R 2 x g R
 .At last, the same is true for Eq. 3 , when
c ) 0, f z y f z z y z F 0 for all z , z , .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2
 .and new
2p 1
X’b - min , inf f z , . /1’T 3 zgR
2 2 3 3 2 w xa b y 4a c ) y18abc q 4b q 27c , uniformly w.r.t. a g a , a ,1 2
< X . < < X . <1 1where a [ inf f z , a [ sup f z .1 z g R 2 z g R
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 0, Theorem 3, and
Lemma 3, when considering the related first variational equations.
The concluding statement is again related to the cases when the func-
 .  .tions h x and g y are sublinear.
 .  .CONSEQUENCE 3. Equation 1 or 2 has exactly one T-periodic solu-
 .  .  .  . 2tion which is unstable, provided 15 , 27 , and new 0 F b - a r3; or
 .19 , c ) 0,
g y y g y y y y F 0 for all y , y , .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2
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 .and new
a ) 0 , a2 b2 y 4b3 ) y18abc q 27c2 q 4a3c, .
w xuniformly w.r.t. b g b , b ,1 2
< X . < < X . <1 1where b [ inf g y , b [ sup g y , respectively.1 y g R 2 y g R
Proof. This follows immediately from Consequence 2 and Lemma 3.
Z Y X EXAMPLE 2. The pendulum-type equation x y ax q bx y c sin x q
.  . < <p s p t has in the domain x F pr2 exactly one T-periodic solution
which is unstable, provided a ) 0, b ) 0, c ) 0,
2 2 3 3 3 w xa b q 4a c ) abc q 4b q 27c , for all c g 0, c ,Ã Ã Ã Ã
and
p p 2
G max D , c q p q P q P . 0 / 52 2 a
 .see the notation in Section 2 .
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